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Abstract

The paper explores the development of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) models for Armenian, by using data
from two standard dialects (Eastern Armenian and Western Armenian). The goal is to develop a joint bi-variational
model. We achieve state-of-the-art results. Results from our ASR experiments demonstrate the impact of dataset
selection and data volume on model performance. The study reveals limited transferability between dialects,
although integrating datasets from both dialects enhances overall performance. The paper underscores the
importance of dataset diversity and volume in ASR model training for under-resourced languages like Armenian.
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1. Introduction

Armenian is an Indo-European language with two
standard dialects – Standard Eastern Armenian
and Standard Western Armenian – along with
dozens of non-standard dialects. Eastern Arme-
nian is the official language of Armenia, and is spo-
ken by the Eastern Armenian diaspora in Russia,
Georgia, Iran, and elsewhere. Western Armenian
developed in the Ottoman Empire, and it became
a diasporic dialect following the Armenian Geno-
cide.

Armenian is generally considered a low-
resource language (Megerdoomian, 2009; Vidal-
Gorène et al., 2020). Though Eastern Armenian
has more resources than Western Armenian
(discussed in Dolatian et al., 2022). In terms
of speech resources, Eastern Armenian has the
Eastern Armenian National Corpus (Khurshudian
et al., 2009; Khurshudyan et al., 2022), which
includes an oral corpus. There are some working
ASR models for Eastern Armenian: Armspeech,1
ican24,2 arampacha.3 These models have gen-
erally not been tested for their performance with
respect to Western Armenian. See discussion
on bi-dialect Armenian ASR in Chakmakjian and
Wang (2022).

The present study is conducted as part of the
project DALiH, or Digitizing Armenian Linguistic
Heritage: Armenian Multivariational Corpus and
Data Processing in collaboration with the Center of
Advanced Software Technologies at the Russian-
Armenian University.4 The DALiH project seeks

1https://pypi.org/project/armspeech/
2https://hayq.ican24.net/asr/index.php
3https://huggingface.co/arampacha/

whisper-large-hy-2
4The DALiH project is funded by French National Re-

search Agency ANR-21-CE38-0006.

to set up a comprehensive linguistic digital plat-
form for both diachronic and synchronic varieties
of the Armenian language. This platform aims to
provide open-access and open-source resources,
including grammatically annotated corpora, along
with various annotation tools such as dictionaries,
datasets, and annotation models based on differ-
ent approaches.

The project also aims to incorporate oral cor-
pora, representing standard Western and East-
ern Armenian, as well as several modern dialects.
One of the key objectives of the project is to de-
velop Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) mod-
els for Eastern and Western based on text-speech
aligned oral corpora. The automatic alignment
task itself presents a significant challenge that
needs to be addressed. Current advancements in
NLP offer promising opportunities not only to uti-
lize NLP resources from well-resourced languages
for under-resourced ones but also to re-purpose
existing resources for various linguistic varieties
within a target language, rather than creating new
resources from scratch. Consequently, this re-
search aims to explore the development of a joint
bi-variational model for Eastern and Western Ar-
menian, potentially offering more efficient solu-
tions for under-resourced languages in a multivari-
ational context.

This paper is organized as follows. We provide
background information (§2) on Armenian phonol-
ogy, phonetics, and orthography, and on Arme-
nian ASR. We describe our ASR experiments in
§3. We conclude and discuss the results in §4.

https://pypi.org/project/armspeech/
https://hayq.ican24.net/asr/index.php
https://huggingface.co/arampacha/whisper-large-hy-2
https://huggingface.co/arampacha/whisper-large-hy-2
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Table 1: Comparison of laryngeal contrasts for
stops and affricates

Eastern Western
Turkey Lebanon USA

<բ> <բան> bɑn pʰɑn pɑn pʰɑn ‘thing’
<պ> <պահ> pɑh bɑh bɑh pɑh ‘period’
<փ> <փայլ> pʰɑjl pʰɑjl pɑjl pʰɑjl ‘shine’

2. Background

2.1. Linguistic Differences in Armenian

When designing multi-variational or multi-dialectal
ASR models, one should keep in mind ma-
jor phonological and orthographic differences be-
tween dialects.

A non-trivial phonological difference between
the two standard Armenian varieties (and many
other non-standard dialects) is differences in the
laryngeal quality of stops and affricates (Table 1).

In Eastern Armenian, stops and affricates have
a phonemic contrast in being voiced, voiceless
unaspirated, or voiceless aspirated. The three
phonemic categories are represented by distinct
orthographic letters (Vaux, 1998; Hacopian, 2003;
Seyfarth and Garellek, 2018). Yet other dialects
like Western Armenian (and its regional subdi-
alects) have simplified or altered the voicing sys-
tem, while still keeping the orthographic system.
Western Armenian specifically has simplified the
three-way laryngeal contrast into a two-way one.
For example the letter <պ> marks a phonemically
voiceless unaspirated stop /p/ in Eastern Arme-
nian, but in Western Armenian, it is a voiced stop
/b/ though the pronunciation can vary by region
from [b] to [p] (Kelly and Keshishian, 2021; Sey-
farth et al., 2023).

Armenian orthography has two distinct letters to
represent rhotics: <ռ, ր>. The letter <ր> marks an
alveolar flap /ɾ/ in Eastern Armenian and Western
Armenian. The letter <ռ> is a trill /r/ in Eastern
but a flap /ɾ/ in Western. the voiced alveolar trill
/r/ <ռ> and the alveolar tap /ɾ/ ���. Some dialects
that we plan to incorporate in the future add further
rhotic distinctions. For example the flap /ɾ/ <ր> is
replaced with an approximant /ɻ/ in Iranian Arme-
nian (Dolatian et al., 2023).

Various other phonetic discrepancies between
the dialects arise from different factors, includ-
ing areal contact-induced phonetic changes. No-
table examples in Eastern Armenian include the
optional realization of voiceless unaspirated stops
like /k/ as ejectives [k’] (e.g., կապիկ [kɑpik,
k’ɑpik’] ‘monkey’), the tendency to palatalize cer-
tain consonants because of Russian influence
(e.g., սուբյեկտիվ [subjektiv, subjektʲiv] ‘subjec-
tive’), and the possible rounding of low back vowel
/ɑ/ as [ɒ] because of Persian influence, often in

Iranian Eastern Armenian (Dolatian et al., 2023).
The Eastern glide-vowel sequence /ju/ has multi-
ple possible pronunciations in Western Armenian
([ʏ, uj], such as how the word ‘flour’ is Eastern Ar-
menian [ɑljuɾ] <ալյուր> but Western [ɑlʏɾ, ɑlujɾ]
<ալիւր>.

An orthographic difference is that until the
1920s, both Western and Eastern Armenian were
written with the same spelling system in the Ar-
menian script. But during the Soviet Union, var-
ious spelling reforms were made for the Eastern
Armenian community in modern-day Armenia and
Russia, but not for Eastern Armenian communi-
ties in Iran nor for Western Armenian communities
(Sanjian, 1996). For example, the word ‘love’ is
pronounced [seɾ] in both dialects. The traditional
spelling (as used by Western Armenian and Ira-
nian Eastern Armenian) is <սէր> with the letter <է>
for /e/; while the reformed spelling for Eastern Ar-
menian is <սեր> with the letter <ե> for /e/.

2.2. Background on ASR
Both Armenian dialects have a rich written tradi-
tion with ample texts. But in contrast to written
materials, oral data in Armenian is seldom acces-
sible for research purposes. This is the case for
Eastern Armenian, Western Armenian, and non-
standard dialects. This scarcity of source data in-
directly contributes to the shortage of ASR mod-
els. In recent years, several projects have en-
deavored to develop ASR models for Eastern Ar-
menian (Google Translate,5 the Public initiative
for national acceleration or Ազգային արագացման
հանրային նախաձեռնություն (ican24),6 Mozilla
Common Voice,7 Sonix,8, HindiTyping,9 wav2vec
2.010).

The main challenge of ASR model designing is
the training and evaluation of one or several ASR
models for the Armenian varieties. Most state-of-
the-art ASR tools require hundreds or thousands
of transcribed data as the training dataset, but
the recent rise of interest for low- and medium-
resource languages such as Armenian pushed
some of them to address the challenge to offer
models that require a restricted or limited tran-
scribed dataset (i.e., few-shot learning).

5https://translate.google.com/?hl=hy&
sl=hy&tl=la&op=translate

6https://arm.ican24.net/demoasrv4.html
7https://pontoon.mozilla.org/hy-AM/

common-voice/
8https://sonix.ai/languages/

transcribe-armenian-audio
9https://hindityping.info/

speech-to-text/armenian/
10https://huggingface.co/infinitejoy/

wav2vec2-large-xls-r-300m-armenian

https://translate.google.com/?hl=hy&sl=hy&tl=la&op=translate
https://translate.google.com/?hl=hy&sl=hy&tl=la&op=translate
https://arm.ican24.net/demoasrv4.html
https://pontoon.mozilla.org/hy-AM/common-voice/
https://pontoon.mozilla.org/hy-AM/common-voice/
https://sonix.ai/languages/transcribe-armenian-audio
https://sonix.ai/languages/transcribe-armenian-audio
https://hindityping.info/speech-to-text/armenian/
https://hindityping.info/speech-to-text/armenian/
https://huggingface.co/infinitejoy/wav2vec2-large-xls-r-300m-armenian
https://huggingface.co/infinitejoy/wav2vec2-large-xls-r-300m-armenian
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Among those tools, Whisper (Radford et al.,
2022) and SeamlessM4T (Communication et al.,
2023) models are large multilingual models trained
on datasets consisting of more than 100 lan-
guages. Both Whisper and SeamlessM4T have
been trained on a diverse dataset, making it ro-
bust and versatile for transcription tasks. They are
particularly noted for their high accuracy and the
ability to recognize context, which helps in provid-
ing more accurate transcriptions. Both of them are
also achieving state-of-the-art result for many low-
and under-resourced languages. By using these
models, new data can be added at each iteration
and help speed up manual correction.

Once the training set reaches a substantial size,
other approaches will be possible to be tested, in-
cluding transfer learning from a high-resource lan-
guage, as studies showed that they give good re-
sults if fine-tuned with at least 20 hrs (Mohamud
et al., 2021) or 35 hours (Hjortnaes et al., 2020)
of transcribed data of the target language. In-
terestingly, Mohamud et al. (2021) showed that
applying a self-supervising model trained on a
given language as the backbone produces “indis-
tinguishable results on languages originating from
the same family.”

3. ASR Methodology and Results

3.1. Data

Our speech data was taken from different sources
summarized in Table 2. We had more data from
Eastern Armenian than Western. Some data was
read speech, and some was naturalistic speech.
Each data source was given a code.

Table 2 summarizes the amount of hours used
across the training, development, and test sets.

3.1.1. Common Voice (CV)

Common Voice (Ardila et al., 2019)11 is a volunteer-
driven initiative launched by Mozilla. It aims
at building an open-source database for speech
recognition applications for more than 100 lan-
guages. This project relies on contributions
from volunteers who record examples of speech
and evaluate the recordings submitted by others.
Specifically for the Armenian language the volun-
teers are given sentences from the Eastern Arme-
nian Wikipedia and their task is to pronounce them.
Most of the recordings were in Eastern Armenian.
We used the 16.1 version of Common Voice.

11https://pontoon.mozilla.org/hy-AM/
common-voice/

3.1.2. Google Fleurs (GF)

Google Fleurs (Conneau et al., 2022)12 is a
comprehensive dataset for speech recognition re-
search that encompasses parallel speech data in
102 languages. Fleurs is an open-source dataset
that includes nearly 12 hours per language for
over 100 languages. It is based on Wikipedia sen-
tences. Each sentence for each language was pro-
nounced by 3 different native speakers. The Arme-
nian data is in Eastern Armenian.

3.1.3. Eastern Armenian National Corpus
(EA)

The EANC13 contains approximately 110 million
tokens of Eastern Armenian data spanning from
the mid-19th century to the present (Khurshu-
dian et al., 2009; Khurshudyan et al., 2022). It
includes written and oral data, with the texts
and transcripts annotated grammatically (POS-
tagging, full-fledged morphological and semantic
tagging) and metatextually. The oral sub-corpus
consists of spontaneous dialogues, polylogs, task-
oriented narratives, TV talk shows, movies, and
other recordings across various subgenres. The
oral data (nearly 3 million tokens, 350 hrs) were
compiled and transcribed as part of the EANC ini-
tiative (Table 3).

The EANC oral subcorpus data that we used is
approximately 6 hours of authentic oral data, pri-
marily consisting of interviews and talk shows. The
data was constrained in order to ensure compara-
bility between WA and EA datasets, given that the
available data for Western Armenian amounted to
approximately 6 hours. This data was collected
from various television media outlets in Armenia
between 2006 and 2009. The data underwent
pre-alignment, conversion to Praat TextGrid for-
mat, and manual correction. The alignment pro-
cess was primarily semi-automated, involving the
initial use of a forced alignment tool to prepro-
cess the data, followed by manual realignment
by experts from the DALiH project. Forced align-
ment consists in matching a given transcript to the
sound, commonly on the word level, and some-
times with the help of automatic phoneme identifi-
cation. Within the DALiH project, the tool aeneas14

was employed, as it utilizes a text-to-speech en-
gine specifically developed (naively) for Armenian
(both Eastern and Western), with the option for
fine-tuning.

12https://huggingface.co/datasets/
google/fleurs

13http://www.eanc.net/
14https://github.com/readbeyond/aeneas

https://pontoon.mozilla.org/hy-AM/common-voice/
https://pontoon.mozilla.org/hy-AM/common-voice/
https://huggingface.co/datasets/google/fleurs
https://huggingface.co/datasets/google/fleurs
http://www.eanc.net/
https://github.com/readbeyond/aeneas
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Table 2: Speech data used and the size of the data

Code Source Dialect Speech type Train Dev Test
CV Common Voice Eastern Read 5,5 hr. 4 hr. 4,5 hr.
GF Google Fleurs Eastern Read 10,5 hr. 1,2 hr. 3 hr.
EA EANC Eastern Naturalistic 5,8 hr. 0,5 hr. 0,5 hr.
WA ReRooted Western Naturalistic 5,8 hr. 0,5 hr. 0,5 hr.

Table 3: EANC Oral Data Composition (as of
February 2024)

Oral discourse # tokens % EANC # of docs
Spontaneous discourse 1 029 646 29,6% 208
Public discourse 1 933 899 55,6% 543
Task-oriented discourse 70 010 2,0% 22
Online communication 442 399 12,7% 1
Total 3 475 954 100% 774

3.1.4. ReRooted (WA)

The above sources are for Eastern Armenian. For
Western Armenian, we used the ReRooted cor-
pus.15 ReRooted is an oral history of refugee tes-
timonials by over 100 Syrian Armenians who fled
the Syrian Civil War (Baghdassarian and Broidy,
2018). As of Jan 31 2024, the corpus has 75hrs
of WA speech, along with time-aligned captions.
A 6hr subset of those testimonies have been con-
verted to Praat TextGrids and manually corrected
(about 6hr with 9 speakers). We use those 6hrs
(Dolatian, 2024).

3.2. Models
We were inspired by the novel multilingual big
speech recognition models that achieve SOTA re-
sults from out-of-the-box systems for different low-
resource languages. So we decided to use the
different Whisper models released by OpenAI and
the different Seamless models released by Meta.
These models are multilingual. They have been
trained on Armenian language data as well. The
subsequent sections describe the utilized models
and provide a detailed description of the architec-
tures of the aforementioned models.

3.2.1. Whisper Large v1

Whisper Large v116 is a Transformer-based
encoder-decoder, sequence-to-sequence model.
This architecture not only transcribes speech but
also employs the decoder as a language model to
enhance language comprehension and minimize
grammatical errors. Whisper v1 was trained on
680k hours of annotated speech data annotated
with large-scale weak supervision. This version of

15https://www.rerooted.org/
16https://huggingface.co/openai/

whisper-large

Whisper demonstrates adaptability in processing
both monolingual and multilingual datasets. While
monolingual training primarily focuses on speech
recognition tasks, the multilingual aspect also has
speech translation capabilities.

3.2.2. Whisper Large v2

Whisper Large v217 shares the same architecture
as Whisper v1. However, the key difference lies
in the training regimen, where the number of train-
ing epochs for Whisper v2 was increased by 2.5
times, incorporating techniques such as SpecAug-
ment, stochastic depth, and BPE dropout for regu-
larization purposes.

3.2.3. Whisper Large v3

Whisper Large v318 retains the architecture of its
predecessors while introducing certain enhance-
ments. Notably, the input representation now uti-
lizes 128 Mel frequency bins instead of the previ-
ous 80, and a new language token for Cantonese
has been incorporated. Whisper v3 was trained on
a combined dataset comprising 1 million hours of
weakly labeled audio and 4 million hours of pseu-
dolabeled audio, collected using Whisper large-v2.
The training process spanned 2.0 epochs over this
amalgamated dataset, resulting in further improve-
ments in performance and versatility.

3.2.4. SeamlessM4T v1

SeamlessM4T19 (Massively Multilingual & Multi-
modal Machine Translation) is a multitask model
based on the multitask UnitY (Inaguma et al.,
2023) model architecture. It is designed to di-
rectly generate translated text and speech, en-
compassing various translation tasks including
automatic speech recognition, text-to-text, text-
to-speech, speech-to-text, and speech-to-speech
translations.

To construct this model, 1 million hours of
speech audio data were utilized to train self-

17https://huggingface.co/openai/
whisper-large-v2

18https://huggingface.co/openai/
whisper-large-v3

19https://huggingface.co/facebook/
seamless-m4t-large

https://www.rerooted.org/
https://huggingface.co/openai/whisper-large
https://huggingface.co/openai/whisper-large
https://huggingface.co/openai/whisper-large-v2
https://huggingface.co/openai/whisper-large-v2
https://huggingface.co/openai/whisper-large-v3
https://huggingface.co/openai/whisper-large-v3
https://huggingface.co/facebook/seamless-m4t-large
https://huggingface.co/facebook/seamless-m4t-large
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supervised speech representation. Additionally,
a corpus of aligned speech translations (470,000
hours) was employed. In contrast to Whisper, this
approach facilitated the development of the first
multilingual system capable of bidirectional trans-
lation involving English for both speech and text.

3.2.5. SeamlessM4T v2

SeamlessM4T v220 is built upon the UnitY2 model
architecture, setting it apart from its predecessor,
SeamlessM4T v1. Unlike v1, the text-to-unit de-
coder component in v2 is non-autoregressive, al-
lowing for adaptation to streaming scenarios. Fur-
thermore, v2 incorporates an additional 114,800
hours of speech and text alignments, supplement-
ing the existing dataset. This augmentation not
only expands the total hours but also broadens lan-
guage coverage from 37 to 76 languages. More-
over, v2 can preserve vocal styles and prosody
during translation.

3.2.6. Dedicated Armenian Models

ArmSpeech is an Armenian speech-to-text library
utilizing Coqui STT.21 The model is a recurrent
neural network (RNN) with five layers of hidden
units, and it has been trained using the Arm-
Speech dataset (Baghdasaryan, 2022) consist-
ing of 15,7 hours. The acoustic model collab-
orates with the language model to enhance the
accuracy of predictions. The language model is
based on the KenLM Language Model Toolkit li-
brary.22 Arampacha is a model available on Hug-
gingface23 and is based on the Whisper-large-v2
model after being fine-tuned with Common Voice
v11.024. The only information known about the
ican24 is that it is a model based on Vosk v17.0.25

3.3. Experiments
Two types of experiments have been conducted
based on fine-tuning the different models using
different types of data (Eastern only vs. Western
only vs. bi-dialectal, naturalistic speech vs. read
speech vs. both).

In the first experiment, we aimed to mimic
the scenario where there already exists a pre-
trained model for the Armenian language, and
we sought to fine-tune it using specific datasets.

20https://huggingface.co/facebook/
seamless-m4t-v2-large

21https://stt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
22https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm/
23https://huggingface.co/
24https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en/

datasets
25https://alphacephei.com/vosk/

Initially, we fine-tuned the Whisper and Seam-
less models using the Common Voice (CV) and
Google Fleurs (GF) datasets. These models were
thus fine-tuned using read speech. Subsequently,
this fine-tuned model underwent another round of
tuning on the naturalistic speech datasets: East-
ern Armenian from EANC (EA) and Western Ar-
menian from ReRooted (WA) datasets (naturalis-
tic speech). These experiments were conducted
to assess whether a model trained on the EA
dataset could effectively perform speech recogni-
tion for WA and vice versa. Furthermore, we also
fine-tuned the models using combined EA + WA
datasets to aim for the highest overall performance
across all tests.

For the second type of experiments, we
started tuning the models from the checkpoints of
the Whisper and Seamless models. Initially, we
tuned them using only data from either the EA or
WA datasets (naturalistic speech). These experi-
ments were carried out to investigate the transfer-
ability of knowledge between these two dialects.
Additionally, we separately fine-tuned the models
using combined EA + WA and CV + GF + EA +
WA datasets to maximize results and observe the
impact of increasing the volume of data.

The final set of experiment scenarios is 9. They
are outlined as follows (-> denotes fine-tuning):

1. Out-of-the-Box -> CV + GF
2. Out-of-the-Box -> CV + GF -> EA
3. Out-of-the-Box -> CV + GF -> WA
4. Out-of-the-Box -> CV + GF -> EA + WA
5. Out-of-the-Box -> EA
6. Out-of-the-Box -> WA
7. Out-of-the-Box -> EA+WA
8. Out-of-the-Box -> CV + GF + EA + WA
9. Out-of-the-Box

The models were trained for numerous epochs
until they reached a plateau in terms of metrics.
We used different hyperparams for Whisper and
Seamless models. For the Seamless models the
batch size = 4, learning rate = 1e-6, max epoch
number = 20. For the Whisper models the batch
size = 4, learning rate = 1e-5, max epoch num-
ber = 20, we also freezed Whisper’s encoder part.
These metrics were computed on four develop-
ment sets, with each set corresponding to a differ-
ent type of training data. Subsequently, the aver-
age of these four results was calculated. For the
final results, we selected the model from the epoch
with the best results on the average of the devel-
opment sets.

as

3.4. Results
After fine-tuning, the models were tested tested on
all four datasets corresponding to the training and

https://huggingface.co/facebook/seamless-m4t-v2-large
https://huggingface.co/facebook/seamless-m4t-v2-large
https://stt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm/
https://huggingface.co/
https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en/datasets
https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en/datasets
https://alphacephei.com/vosk/
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Figure 1: Results (WER and CER) from testing the models on test sets, after fine-tuning with different
scenarios.

(a) Word Error Rate (WER) (b) Character Error Rate (CER)

development sets. Figure 1 reports the Word Er-
ror Rate (WER) and Character Error Rate (CER)
on the test sets.26 We likewise tested dedicated Ar-
menian models (Armspeech, ican24, Arampacha).

The results clearly demonstrate that incorporat-
ing a specific dataset within the training set leads
to an improvement in metrics for the corresponding
test sets. This means that if a model was trained

26We thank Chahan Vidal-Gorène for help in making
these figures.

on the CV training data, then it did well on the CV
test data.

Moreover, augmenting the volume of data used
for model training generally enhances results on
average.

For Whisper-based models, there is a notable
contrast between the WA-trained model and the
one trained solely on EA data. Specifically, the EA-
trained model shows increased metrics for both
the CV and GF test sets compared to the Out-of-
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Table 4: Models that achieved best WER and CER results on different test sets

Model Training Scenario WER CER
Best WA model Whisper-large-v2 CV + GF + EA + WA 33,8 16,0
Best EA model Seamless v2 CV + GF ->EA 29,0 18,9
Best CV model Seamless v2 CV + GF 7,6 1,8
Best GF model 7,4 2,4
Best EA and WA Avg. model Seamless v2 CV + GF ->EA + WA 32,2 19,1
Best all tests Avg. model 21,9 11,2

the-Box scenario. This phenomenon could be at-
tributed to the fact that the CV and GF datasets pre-
dominantly consist of Eastern Armenian speech.
Conversely, for Seamless models, the results are
largely comparable to the Out-of-the-Box scenario.

Overall, the results indicate that using open-
source datasets alone does not adequately ad-
dress the challenge of deploying models trained on
datasets from other domains. For instance, mod-
els fine-tuned on CV and GF datasets (which are
read speech) exhibit poor performance on EA and
WA tests (which are naturalistic speech).

The language (dialect) transferability is notably
limited. Models trained on EA performed poorly on
WA tests, and vice versa. However, despite this
limitation, the results showed improvement com-
pared to the Out-of-the-Box scenarios. This sug-
gests that datasets from different dialects do pro-
vide some assistance in the task of speech recog-
nition for other dialects/varieties. Nevertheless,
achieving high results for specific dialects neces-
sitates access to datasets specifically tailored to
those dialects.

Another notable observation is that EA and WA
datasets can mutually benefit each other. Whisper
models trained on a combined EA + WA dataset
demonstrated superior performance on both EA
and WA test sets compared to models trained
solely on EA or WA data.

The achieved results surpass those of the Out-
of-the-Box models for both Eastern and Western
Armenian. However, the decision on whether it is
more advantageous to utilize a pre-trained model
and fine-tune it or train from scratch with the en-
tire dataset starting from a multilingual pre-trained
checkpoint varies from model to model.

In Table 4, we present the best results obtained
for each of the test sets, as well as the best aver-
age results for EA and WA individually, along with
the average results for all four test sets. Notably,
we achieved a WER of nearly 30% for both EA
and WA test sets, and exceptionally high results
for the GF and CV sets, reaching approximately
7.5% WER.

Table 5 showcases the best results achieved by
each model, juxtaposed with the existing results
for Armenian language models. Notably, Seam-
less v2 attained the best WER results, while Whis-

per v3 excelled in terms of CER.

Table 5: The best test-averaged results achieved
by each model

Model Training Scenario WER CER
Whisper-large-v1 CV + GF + EA + WA 27,1 11,1
Whisper-large-v2 CV + GF + EA + WA 25,2 10,5
Whisper-large-v3 CV + GF + EA + WA 24,9 10,2
Seamless v1 CV + GF ->EA + WA 29,4 14,1
Seamless v2 CV + GF ->EA + WA 21,9 11,2
ArmSpeech ArmSpeech 87,1 35,9
ican24 - 49,5 28,9
Arampacha CV v11.0 38,2 16,3

3.5. Error Analysis
We performed a comparative analysis of the best
two models (Table 5) to identify the types of errors
that each model made and to determine their re-
spective strengths under various conditions. To
facilitate this comparison, transcriptions from both
models across all tests were examined. Instances
where one model performed well and the other did
not were particularly examined.

The Seamless v2 model (CV + GF ->EA +
WA) sometimes misinterpreted Eastern Armenian
speech as Western Armenian. This misinterpreta-
tion involved using different spelling systems (Ta-
ble 6a; such as using Classical orthography in-
stead of Reformed orthography) or not transcribing
an entire suffix (Table 6b).

In contrast, Whisper v3 (CV + GF -> EA +
WA) demonstrated difficulties in transcribing West-
ern Armenian speech. In (c), the sentence ‘we
got’ uses a periphrastic construction /ɑɾeɾ ejiŋkʰ/
<առեր էինք> that only exists in Western Armenian,
not Eastern. Yet it transcribed it as a non-existing
word /ɑɾɑjiŋkʰ/

The model sometimes resorted to abbreviations
(d) or omitted parts of the audio (e). For (d), it ab-
breviated the word ‘with kilograms’, while (e) omit-
ted entire words.

In sum, Seamless v2 demonstrates a higher
accuracy in transcribing Western Armenian texts
compared to Whisper v3. However, it occasion-
ally translates dialects, converting Eastern Arme-
nian into Western Armenian. Although Whisper v3
exhibits fewer of these specific errors, it tends to
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Table 6: Types of errors made by the best-performing models

Model Audio (IPA) Correct transcription Model’s incorrect Pronunciation of
transcription incorrect transcription

(a) Seamless v2 /ɑmɑrvɑ/ ամառվա ամառուայ /ɑmɑɾvɑ/
(b) Seamless v2 /tʰɑlɑnvet͡sʰ/ թալանվեց թալանուեցաւ /tʰɑlɑnvet͡sʰɑv/
(c) Whisper v3 /ɑɾeɾ ejiŋkʰ/ առեր էինք առայինք /ɑɾɑjiŋkʰ/
(d) Whisper v3 /kiloɡɾɑmov/ կիլոգրամով կգով /kiloɡɾɑmov/
(e) Whisper v3 /t͡sʰənt͡sʰumə meʁɾɑmisi ցնցումը մեղրամիսի ցնցումը ավելի t͡sʰənt͡sʰumə ɑveli

pʰuln ɑveli/ փուլն ավելի

leave out parts of the audio or resort to abbrevia-
tions in the transcription.

4. Conclusion and Future
Perspectives

Our experiments have provided valuable insights
into the effectiveness of various training strate-
gies and datasets for speech recognition models
in Eastern and Western Armenian dialects. Key
findings include:

• The incorporation of specific datasets into the
training process leads to improvements in test
set metrics, underscoring the importance of
dataset selection in model training.

• Increasing the amount of data generally en-
hances model performance, highlighting the
crucial role of data quantity in training models
effectively.

• Whisper-based models trained exclusively on
Eastern Armenian data demonstrated im-
proved performance on test sets such as Com-
mon Voice and Google Fleurs, likely due to
the prevalence of Eastern Armenian speech
in these datasets.

• The language/variety transferability is limited,
with models trained on Eastern Armenian
showing poor performance on Western Arme-
nian tests and vice versa. However, integrat-
ing datasets from different varieties can still
mutually enhance model performance for both
dialects.

• Our results surpass Out-of-the-Box models,
with WER reaching nearly 30% for both East-
ern and Western Armenian test sets and
approximately 7.5% for Common Voice and
Google Fleurs sets.

• Surprisingly, multi-lingual models like Whisper
and Seamless outperformed the monolingual
models that were solely trained on Armenian
like ArmSpeech and ican24.

The analysis of the results clearly shows the
development of state-of-the-art models for both

Western and Eastern Armenian languages. More-
over, beyond the Armenian dialectal variations, our
findings serve as a valuable case study for the de-
velopment of ASR models, particularly in the con-
text of low-resource languages in a multivariational
context.

A potential avenue for future research would in-
volve increasing the amount of data in both East-
ern and Western varieties, as well as other dialects,
taking into account data accessibility, to assess
the impact on model training efficiency based on
target language and variety-based data.

Another aspect to explore would be the quality
of the data, with the hypothesis that more natural-
istic data may require less volume. Many existing
models rely on somewhat artificial data sources,
such as readings of written texts like audiobooks
or Wikipedia articles. It is thus interesting to in-
crease the amount of naturalistic data instead of
read speech.

Given that the DALiH project encompasses a
comprehensive approach to processing Armenian
language variation across various NLP aspects, it
would be intriguing to compare the efficiency of
transferability in annotation and automatic speech
recognition processing. The hypothesis here is
that annotation transferability may be higher than
ASR transferability, as the written-orthographic
layer can potentially bridge more of the differences
between varieties than phonemic or phonetic differ-
ences.

Another perspective within the DALiH project
could entail assessing how a phonetic dictionary
impacts ASR performance. This endeavor is in
line with the project’s overarching goal of integrat-
ing linguistic principles with NLP methodologies,
aiming to elevate the role of linguistics within the
NLP domain, particularly in a research context, de-
spite the perceived idealism associated with such
an endeavor.
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